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By the Chief, Wireline Competition Bureau:
1.
In this Order, we deny ASTAC Wireless LLC – CL’s (ASTAC) Petition for
Reconsideration filed in the above captioned proceedings.1 ASTAC seeks reconsideration of the Wireline
Competition Bureau’s (Bureau) order denying ASTAC’s waiver request of filing deadlines set forth in
section 54.307(c) of the Federal Communications Commission’s (Commission) rules.2 We conclude that
ASTAC fails to present any argument warranting reconsideration of the Bureau’s decision to deny its
petition for waiver of high-cost filing deadlines. Accordingly, we deny the Petition for Reconsideration.
2.
Background. On October 13, 2015, ASTAC requested a waiver of the second quarter
2015 and third quarter 2015 line count filing deadlines established by section 54.307(c) of the
Commission’s rules.3 ASTAC states that it completed its filing for the second quarter prior to the
deadline, but it did not certify the filing due to a new clerical employee being involved at the time.
ASTAC learned of the error on October 10, 2015, after discovering it did not receive certain support. It
then submitted the line count filing on that day.4 For third quarter 2015, ASTAC filed its line counts on
October 7, 2015, five business days late. ASTAC asserts that the missed deadline was due to
miscommunication between an employee that previously was responsible for filing and the employee that
is now responsible.5
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3.
On April 20, 2016, the Bureau denied ASTAC’s Waiver Request. The Bureau concluded
that ASTAC failed to establish good cause for waiver under governing precedent.6 Specifically, the
Bureau denied waiver of the second quarter 2015 deadline because ASTAC filed more than fourteen
business days after the filing deadline; and the Bureau denied waiver of the third quarter 2015 deadline
because it was ASTAC’s second consecutive missed deadline.7
4.
On May 20, 2016, ASTAC filed its Petition for Reconsideration asking the Bureau to
reconsider denial of the Waiver Request. ASTAC essentially repeats many of the arguments previously
made in the Waiver Request, suggesting that the Bureau did not fully understand the sequence of events
or the position of ASTAC.8 It asks the Bureau to grant the Waiver Request in its entirety, or as an
alternative, at least grant a waiver with respect to the third quarter 2015 filing (the second late filing).9
5.
Discussion. We conclude ASTAC has failed to present any arguments warranting
reconsideration of the Bureau’s denial of the Waiver Request.10 Accordingly, we reaffirm our finding that
ASTAC has not demonstrated that good cause justifies waiver of the second and third quarter 2015 line
count filing deadlines.11
6.
In the Waiver Order, the Bureau was not persuaded by ASTAC’s argument that waiver
should be granted because the late filings were due to employee error. ASTAC attempts to present this
point again in its Petition for Reconsideration by arguing that the “complexity of [the Universal Service
Administrative Company’s (USAC)] electronic filing system creates a trap for the unwary into which
ASTAC Wireless’s trainee fell.”12 In conjunction with this argument, ASTAC also raises the new
argument that USAC could have checked its system and flagged the error in time for ASTAC to make a
timely correction.13 ASTAC further claims that USAC flags errors with respect to other aspects of its
programs.
7.
We reject these arguments, which either do not provide good cause to grant a waiver or
cannot be the basis to grant the Petition for Reconsideration. As ATSAC states, it had successfully
“navigated” the “complex” system previously, and it should have closely monitored its trainee.14
Therefore, the alleged complexity of USAC’s filing system does not provide good cause for a waiver.
Moreover, ASTAC’s argument that USAC could have flagged the error cannot be the basis to grant the
Petition for Reconsideration. This argument is procedurally barred, as ASTAC has failed to show why it
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was unable to make this argument in its original Waiver Request.15 As a separate and independent
grounds for decision, however, we are not persuaded by this argument on the merits. As ASTAC itself
acknowledges, USAC is not responsible for ensuring carriers timely file, and it had no obligation to flag
the situation.16 It is the eligible telecommunications carrier’s responsibility to comply with the
Commission’s rules. As the Commission has held in other instances, employee error or confusion is not
grounds for a waiver.17
8.
We are not persuaded by ASTAC’s argument that the Bureau “incorrectly conflated two
separate late line count filings” which should be viewed separately,18 and that under governing precedent,
the Bureau should have granted a waiver for the second late filing because it was corrected within a week
of the deadline. With regard to the third quarter 2015 missed deadline, we recognize that ASTAC was not
aware it missed the second quarter 2015 filing until after it became aware it missed the third quarter 2015
filing.19 That does not change the fact, however, that failure to file on time for the third quarter of 2015
was a second late filing. Missing two consecutive filings, filings spaced months apart, reveals a
continuing lack of internal controls lack of internal controls, whether or not ASTAC was aware of that
shortcoming at the time of the second failure.20 ASTAC is correct that we have granted waivers where
carriers filed within fourteen days of the deadline,21 but as we recognized in the Waiver Order, that
precedent is not applicable here. The Bureau explicitly distinguished ASTAC’s circumstances — it
missed two consecutive deadlines — deadlines spaced months apart. While ASTAC has not missed the
filing deadlines since and has since allegedly strengthened its internal procedures,22 that does not warrant
reconsideration under the circumstances.
9.
Furthermore, we are not persuaded by ASTAC’s argument there is good cause to grant
the Waiver Request based on the size of the company and the significance of high-cost support.23
Essentially, ASTAC’s argument attempts to relitigate its undue hardship claim made in the original
Waiver Request.24 However, ASTAC provides only generalized harms and does not detail any specific
harms to consumers in its Petition for Reconsideration. As we stated in the Waiver Order, “if we were to
hold that the public interest prong of the waiver standard is met whenever a carrier is faced with a
reduction in support, that would effectively negate the public interest requirement because this criterion
would be met in each instance where a carrier failed to meet a filing deadline.”25 While we acknowledge
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the additional information provided regarding the amount of support in relationship to the company’s
subscriber revenues, that information fails to establish that this loss of support has resulted in diminished
service to consumers.
10.
While it is a small business, ASTAC’s size alone does not provide good cause for a
waiver. Other carriers subject to this reporting requirement are also small businesses, and ASTAC has
not demonstrated that its situation as a small business is unique or distinct. Nor does the Regulatory
Flexibility Act require us to grant ASTAC the requested relief.26 Indeed, absent these filings, USAC
would be unable to calculate the appropriate support amount which ASTAC claims is so essential.27
Therefore, we do not agree with ASTAC’s claim that an obligation to timely file line counts imposes an
unnecessary burden on the public, creates entry barriers, or is an unnecessary regulation.28 Furthermore,
as we stated in the Waiver Order, “the public interest benefits of ensuring that USAC and the
Commission have timely access to required data and certifications and can monitor the use of high-cost
support outweigh the impact of these support reductions on . . . ASTAC.”29
11.
ACCORDINGLY, IT IS ORDERED, pursuant to the authority contained in sections 1,
4(i), 5(c), 201, 254 and 405 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §§ 151-154(i),
155(c), 201, 254, and 405 and sections 0.91, 0.291, 1.3, and 1.106 of the Commission’s rules, 47 C.F.R.
§§ 0.91, 0.291, 1.3, 1.106, that the Petition for Reconsideration is DENIED.
12.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to section 1.102(b)(1) of the Commission’s
rules, 47 CFR § 1.102(b)(1), this Order SHALL BE EFFECTIVE upon release.
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Matthew S. DelNero
Chief
Wireline Competition Bureau
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